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1. Summary
For the protection of animals in the vicinity of foundation sites deterrence is always
applied prior to the start of the pile-driving works and prior to the startup procedure of
the Bubble Curtain systems. For the purpose of deterrence various devices have been
applied upto now. The effectiveness of the deterrence has been monitored by acoustic
recording of the harbour porpoise activity via CPODs or similar systems. Until 2016, pingers
and seal scarers were available for the stepwise acoustic deterrence procedure for German
offshore construction projects. Passive acoustic monitoring of harbor porpoises in the
vicinity of construction sites has shown that the deterrence procedure by application of
seal scarers leads to fleeing of mammals to a large distance and for a long duration (Brandt
et al., 2016; Rose et al., 2019). The application of noise mitigation measures and noise
abatement systems reduce impact pile-driving noise significantly so that the deterrence
effect of the seal scarer seems to be disproportionate. Since 2017, the acoustic deterrent
device FaunaGuard Porpoise module, which was especially designed for the acoustic
deterrence of harbour porpoises in distances up to 1,000 m, has increasingly been applied
in in projects in the German EEZ of the North and Baltic Sea. The use of a FaunaGuard
module for seal was not applied due to the fact that the construction projects where not
in the vicinity of any seal population. The use of this novel deterrence system has
intensively been accompanied by underwater noise measurements in recent years.

Technical documentation:


Pingers and seal scarers: Pingers have a short range due to their low source level
and the high frequencies used (< 120 kHz). High deterrence- and avoidance radii
are achieved by seal scarers (7 km according to Brandt et al., 2016). The source
level is relatively high and signal sequences in the frequency range of 10 to 12.5
kHz are radiated.
Specifications for deterrence: Activation of pingers 40 minutes prior to the start



of pile driving and activation of seal scarers 10 minutes later. Deactivation of all
deterrers latest 5 minutes after start of pile driving. The noise abatement system
Big Bubble Curtain may only be activated 10 minutes after deterrence was started.
FaunaGuard Porpoise module: Especially developed for the deterrence of harbour
porpoises within deterrence- and avoidance radii of up to approx. 1,000 m. The
volume increases during the first 5 minutes. Eight different complex sound
sequences are available in the frequency range from 40 to 120 kHz to minimize
habituation effects.
Specifications for deterrence: Project-specific activation of the FaunaGuard 20 to
30 minutes before the start of pile driving. Deactivation latest 5 minutes after the
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start of pile driving. The noise abatement system Big Bubble Curtain may only be
activated 10 minutes before the start of pile driving.
Underwater noise measurements: These were performed in real time using a shipbased underwater noise measurement system (in-house development by itap GmbH)
of supply vessels in four German Offshore Wind Farms (three in the North Sea, one
in the Baltic Sea) and at a converter platform in the North Sea. In total, 36 pieces
FaunaGuard detection measurements at measuring distances of 121 to 958 m from
the deployment position of FaunaGuard were available for this study. In a
construction project in the North Sea, both the seal scarer and the FaunaGuard were
applied with a time delay.

The acoustic detection measurements of the different deterrence systems have revealed:
Pingers and seal scarers
o An acoustic detection employing standard underwater noise measurement devices
and partly by using C-PODs in a distance of 750 m is possible without problems.
o The signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) is significantly larger than 10 dB. Hence, means, a
detection based on 1/3-octave-levels is possible.
FaunaGuard Porpoise module






It is a challenging task to detect FaunaGuard signals in a distance of 750 m due
to:
o high background noise caused by vessel noise, especially DP systems and
underwater noise communication systems of vessels, e. g. echo sounder,
o high additional absorption in the water in the frequency range from 40 to
120 kHz (≤ 40 dB depending on frequency and salinity of the water),
o the low signal-to-noise ratio; the FaunaGuard usually does not lead to a
significant increase of the broadband level (mostly < 10 dB),
o additional noise reduction during operation of a Big Bubble Curtain; a
detection is only possible when the Big Bubble Curtain is completely
switched off.
A detection is only possible on the basis of pattern recognition based on
spectrograms (time-dependent narrow-band spectra) or narrow-band FFTs.
A functional test of the FaunaGuard system is currently only possible by underwaternoise real-time measurements.
It is challenging in terms of time to perform the acoustic detection measurement
in a distance of 750 m and the operation of a Big Bubble Curtain from the same
supply vessel. In this constellation, only measurements over a few minutes at
distances of a few hundred meters were possible.
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2. General introduction and definition of tasks
The use of renewable energy sources at sea is growing rapidly in Europe, in Germany being
accelerated from 2011 by the Renewable Energy Sources Act. However, the demand for
renewable energies must go hand in hand with an awareness of sustainability aspects,
especially for the protection of nature and marine ecosystems. Among other ecological
issues, the underwater noise emissions have moved into focus, since due to noise-intensive
construction measures, far-reaching displacement of marine species by underwater noise
cannot be excluded (Brandt et al., 2016; Rose et al., 2019); in the worst-case scenario,
even an impairment cannot be precluded (e. g. Lucke et al., 2009; Kastelein et al., 2015).
In order to protect marine life, prior to noise-intensive construction measures a deterrence
by means of acoustic deterrence devices (ADD) is prescribed on the part of the responsible
approval- and regulatory authority.
Until 2016, a combination of pingers and seal scarers was applied for acoustic deterrence.
Here, pingers generate underwater noise inputs in the high-frequency range (5 to 120 kHz;
source level ~165 dB re 1µPa) and their range of deterrence is limited to a few hundred
meters. A few minutes after the pingers the seal scarer is switched on, which produces
noise inputs in the frequency range from 12.5 to 16 kHz (source level ~165 dB re 1µPa).
It could be shown on the basis of a cross-project study from the construction projects of
German offshore wind farms (OWF) in the period 2012 to 2014 that the deterrence radii of
the seal scarers range up to 7 km (Brandt et al., 2016). Due to the rapid (further)
development of noise reduction measures in the construction of OWFs by means of the
impulse-pile-driving method (Bellmann et al., 2020), the impulsive pile-driving noise could
partly be reduced by more than 20 dB, so that the deterrence radii under the use of seal
scarers may sometimes be equal to or larger than those caused by noise-intensive
construction activities (Rose et al., 2019).
In 2014/2015, Van Oord Offshore Wind B.V., in collaboration with SEAMARCO, developed an
alternative deterrence device: the FaunaGuard Porpoise module (hereafter referred to simply
as FaunaGuard). This module, aiming at marine mammals, is characterized by the following
properties (Kastelein et al., 2015; Meij et al., 2014):


noise inputs in the sensitive frequency range of harbour porpoises (40 to 100 kHz),




different sound-sequence complexes to avoid habituation effects,
gradual increase of volume during the first 5 minutes.

This new deterrence system was applied for the first time at the Dutch OWFs Luchterduin
(2014) and Gemini (2014). First results indicated that the deterrence of harbour porpoises
worked efficiently within a range of 1,000 m. Based on these initial findings, the
application of the FaunaGuard system in the construction of OWFs in the German EEZ of
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the North and Baltic Sea has been ordered by the approval and regulatory authority
Bundesamt für Seeschifffahrt und Hydrographie (BSH) in the years 2017 to 2019 seal scarers
and pingers. Moreover, for the corresponding construction projects additional for
deterrence purposes instead of underwater noise measurements for the detection of noise
inputs by the FaunaGuard during the deterrence period were ordered.
The BSH has commissioned BioConsult SH GmbH & Co. KG (BioConsult SH) and itap GmbH
(itap) as subcontrator to investigate the effectiveness of the FaunaGuard system as
deterrence measure by means of the available measurement data from the corresponding
efficiency controls (underwater noise and C-POD measurements). Furthermore, a
comparison of the two different deterrence measures, (i) the combination of seal scarer
and pinger and (ii) the FaunaGuard, is performed from acoustical point of view.
In this report all available underwater noise measurement data during deterrence in
German OWFs over the last 4 years have been evaluated. The effectiveness of the deterrence
measures regarding harbour porpoises is presented in a separate report of BioConsult SH
(Voß et al., 2021). Based on these two reports, joint recommendations for action from an
acoustic and ecological point of view regarding the deterrence measures to be performed
for future projects were compiled in a separate report (Diederichs & Bellmann, 2021).
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3. Acoustic deterrence
To ensure that in the vicinity of the foundation structure no marine mammals are injured
by the impulsive pile-driving noise when installation works start, the animals must be
deterred from an area of at least 750 m around the respective foundation before the noiseintensive pile-driving works start. Regarding the deterrence procedure, (i) a combination
of seal scarer and pinger, or (ii) the FaunaGuard is available, both measures being briefly
described in the following.

3.1

Seal scarer

To achieve the required goal of a deterrence range of at least 750 m, until 2016 the
combination of a seal scarer and 2 to 3 pingers was applied as two-step deterrence measure
in projects in the Germany EEZ as follows:




at least 40 minutes before the start of pile driving: deployment of 2 to 3 pingers,
at least 30 minutes before the start of pile driving: deployment of a seal scarer,
all devices must be switched off resp. recovered 5 minutes after the start of pile
driving.

Deterrence must be carried out from the installation vessel and has to be documented.
In case that a Big Bubble Curtain shall be applied as noise abatement system, it must be
activated thirty minutes after the deterrence has been in place and 10 minutes before the
start of pile driving. This is mandatory for preventing negatively influence the effectiveness
of the acoustic deterrence measure.
Pingers (e. g. Aquamark 10; Figure 1) produce impulsive underwater noise inputs with a
basic frequency between 5 and 30 kHz, energetic harmonics up to 120 kHz, and a source
level in water of up to 165 dB re 1µPa in 1 m distance. Due to high absorption by water
at high frequencies, and due to the low source level, the effectiveness of a pinger is limited
to a few hundred meters.
For this reason, a seal scarer (e. g. Lofitech; Figure 1) is additionally applied. This device
is successful in deterring harbour porpoises from the required area, and furthermore the
only proven possibility for the deterrence of seals. The seal scarer operates at frequencies
between 10 kHz and 15 kHz. The signals are sent in irregular sequences with pauses
ranging from 60 s to 90 s. The source level of the signal is approximately 189 dB re 1 µPa.
Experimental investigations on the effectiveness of the seal scarer showed a significant
avoidance reaction of harbour porpoises even in more than 7 km distance (Brandt et al.,
2011).
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Figure 1: left & middle: pinger Aquamark 10 [source: Aquatec Group Ltd.]; right: seal
scarer [source: Lofitech]

3.2

FaunaGuard Porpoise module

The FaunaGuard was developed to deter different species of marine mammals by means of
special acoustic signals (Figure 2). It has been shown by studies accompanying the
development of the FaunaGuard that harbour porpoises in particular perceive acoustic
signals between 10 kHz and 125 kHz and have a reaction threshold at 86 dB. When
deterring this species, the FaunaGuard operates at a maximum volume
(172 dB SEL re 1 µPa2s) with a frequency of 40 kHz to 100 kHz (149 dB SEL re 1 µPa2s at
85 kHz). The volume is increased successively during the first 5 minutes to give the animals
the opportunity to move away from the noise source in time, before the maximum volume
is reached (Kastelein et al., 2015; Meij et al., 2014).

Figure 2: FaunaGuard system (source: Van Oord Offshore Wind B.V.).

The signals emitted by the device in all directions are not constant tones, but more
complex impulsive noise sequences of varying lengths and varying distances (Figure 3).
This shall prevent the animals getting used to the noise quickly.
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Figure 3: Spectrograms of the eight possible complex sound sequences (sound 1 to 8) of the
FaunaGuard, which are radiated alternately (Kastelein et al., 2017).
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4. Measurement concept and implementation
4.1

Measurement concept

The sound level in the water has to be measured and evaluated by means of suitable
measurement sensors at a distance of up to 750 m from the pile-driving site according to
orders given by BSH. The reason for this is to verify the correct function of the deterrence
device and to evaluate if the detected noise inputs at a distance of 750 m from the piledriving site can still lead to a displacement of marine mammals. On the one hand, this is
done because the absorption of water increases considerably with increasing frequency
(see chapter 0);on the other hand, it cannot be excluded that the high-frequency noise
input of acoustic deterrers could be overlaid by interfering noises, e. g. from vessel
communication systems.

4.2

Applied measurement systems

Regarding the detection of FaunaGuard signals, the itap GmbH has developed an
underwater noise measurement device especially suited for this measurement task. The
background is, according to the measurement specification of the BSH (2011) and the ISO
18406 (2017), that pile-driving noise in the frequency range between 10 and 20,000 Hz
must be recorded. However, the FaunaGuard produces noise inputs between 40 and 100
kHz. Thus, most underwater noise measurement devices available on the market cannot
record the noise inputs of the FaunaGuard system. Moreover, the dynamic ranges of
underwater noise measurement devices are strongly limited, so that the measurement
devices within a radius of 750 m from a pile-driving site are mostly designed for the
detection of the very high noise levels caused by impact pile driving, but not to detect
noise inputs with low amplitudes.
It turned out that the noise inputs of the seal scarer could be detected by the standard
underwater noise measurement devices to detect pile-driving noise at a distance of 750 m
from the pile-driving construction site because of its frequency range and amplitude.
The measurement device developed for the detection of the noise inputs of the FaunaGuard
system (Figure 4) is able to show the detected noise level in real time. This measurement
system operates with a sampling rate of 524.288 Hz (max. measurable frequency
262,144 kHz) and uses an ADC Device NI-6251 as well as a hydrophone Reson TC-4014.
Because of the high sampling rate and the mode of operation in real time, this underwater
noise measurement device is vessel-based, i. e. the measurement electronics are on board
a vessel and only the hydrophone is launched.
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The vessel-based underwater noise measurement device fulfills the requirements of the
StUK4 (2013) and the measurement specification for underwater noise measurements of
the BSH (2011) as well as of ISO 18406 (2017).

charger

software

electronic case

hydrophon
e
Figure 4: FaunaGuard detection device developed by itap GmbH

4.3

Implementation

The underwater noise immissions of the deterrence measures by means of FaunaGuard were
performed from the respective monitoring vessel by a high-frequency scanning
measurement system of itap GmbH in a distance of at least 120 m to max. 960 m to the
pile-driving site during the normal deterrence procedure and different test measurements.
The requested deterrence time was at least 20 minutes (max. 30 minutes) in the different
OWF construction projects. Most of the time, the efficiency control (C-POD and underwater
noise measurements) was carried out from the supply vessel for the Big Bubble Curtain.
Thus, due to time restrictions, the measurements to record the noise inputs of the
FaunaGuard system could not always be carried out at a distance of 750 m and over the
entire deterrence duration, since the Big Bubble Curtain used had to be flushed before it
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was applied and had to be activated 10 minutes before pile driving started. More flexibility
is provided when the work is carried out from on board an additional vessel, as in the case
of construction project OWF Arkona Becken Südost (chapter 4.2.2).
An itap technician was permanently on board during all detection attempts. During the
detection measurements, a level time record and a real-time spectrum were displayed on a
laptop on board the monitoring vessel; see chapter 0.
A detailed overview regarding positions and distances of the installation vessel (deterrence
device FaunaGuard) and the monitoring vessel (receiver, measurement position for
underwater noise) is listed in the Annex 8.1.
The FaunaGuard detection measurements were performed in five construction projects (four
OWFs and one converter platform); see Table 1 in chapter 5.2.1.
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5. Results
5.1

Absorption in water

The FaunaGuard system uses a high frequency range to generate underwater noise. At
higher frequencies, the transmission loss in the water column are significantly higher than
at lower frequencies as e. g. with pile-driving noise. Therefore, the sound signals of the
FaunaGuard are attenuated with increasing measurement distances. Figure 5 shows the
course of the absorption over frequency (Francois & Garrison, 1982). Here, it becomes clear
that the signal of a seal scarer in its frequency range between 10 kHz and 12.5 kHz hardly
experiences absorption. FaunaGuard signals, however, are absorbed much stronger, with
10 to 35 dB in the North Sea. Moreover, there is a difference in the absorption of water
between North and Baltic Sea due to different salinity. This is indicated by so-called
Practical Salinity Units (PSU), which is 3.5 % in the North Sea, corresponding to 35 ppt,
whereas in the Eastern part of the German Baltic Sea the salinity is at approximately 10
ppt.

Figure 5: Absorption in dB/km for the North and Baltic Sea as function of the frequency
(according to Francois & Garrison, 1982).
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Figure 6 shows the noise levels to be expected in the North resp. Baltic Sea in a distance
of 750 m to the source (FaunaGuard), which are abated due to absorption and geometric
propagation loss.
Moreover, the source level of the FaunaGuard measured in 1 m distance is shown (according
to Kastelein et al., 2017). The levels to be expected in 750 m distance are obtained by
subtracting the propagation loss of k*log10(distance/1m) and the corresponding
frequency-dependent absorption from Figure 5.
For low-frequency pile-driving noise, usually a propagation factor of k = 15 up to 10 km
distance is used (Bellmann et al., 2020). At very high frequencies, such as those radiated
by the FaunaGuard, it is not certain, however, that there is no spherical wave propagation.
This is calculated with k = 20 (spheric propagation). For this reason, the levels to be
expected are plotted in Figure 6 for both propagation constants. In reality, the measured
levels are within the grey-marked tube.

5.2
5.2.1

FaunaGuard detection measurements
Overview

Table 1 gives an overview of the OWF construction projects where FaunaGuard and seal
scarer detection measurements were performed and evaluated in this study. In the Annex
8.1, the individual detection measurements per OWF construction project, including date
and respective measurement distance, is summarized in table form.
In the following subchapters, the measurement results of the detected measurement
datasets per project are shown in detail.
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Table 1: Summary of the OWF construction projects, where FaunaGuard and seal scarer detection measurements were carried out.
No. Construction
project

North /
Year of
Installation Supply
construction
vessel
vessel
Baltic
Sea

Seal
scarer

1

OWF
Arkona-Becken
Südost

Baltic
Sea

2017

Svanen

NMS

X

12

671 – 958

First application of
the FaunaGuard
system in the
Baltic Sea.

2

OWF EnBW
Hohe See

North
Sea

2018 / 2019

Pacific
Osprey,
Innovation

BBC

X

4

approx. 500

Projects in
immediate vicinity
to each other.

3

Converter
platform
BorWin3

North
Sea

2018

Thialf

NMS

X

1

approx. 700

4

OWF Trianel
Borkum Phase
2

North
Sea

2018

Stanislav
Yudin

NMS

X

10

314 – 819

5

OWF Deutsche
Bucht

Nordsee

2018
2019

Scylla

BBC

X

9

121 – 824

X

Number of
Fauna Number of
Distance of
Comment
measurements Guard measurements deterrer to
measurement
device /m

4

Application of
FaunaGuard and
seal scarer due to
an intermediate
defect of the
FaunaGuard
system.
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Figure 6: Third spectrum of the FaunaGuard source level according to Kastelein et al. (2017),
and the noise levels to be expected due to absorption and propagation loss in 750 m distance,
calculated for the North Sea (above) and the Baltic Sea (below).
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OWF Arkona-Becken Südost

The OWF construction project Arkona-Becken Südost is located in the German EEZ of the
Baltic Sea in direct neighborhood to the already existing OWF Wikinger (Figure 7). The
water depth in the construction project varies between 22 and 36 m. The measurements
are carried out from an autonomous monitoring vessel, independent from the applied noise
reduction system, a double Big Bubble Curtain (DBBC). The installation vessel Svanen was
held in position by anchor. The BBC supply vessel had a DP2 system being active during
the entire deterrence measure. The FaunaGuard detection measurements were carried out
at the greatest possible distance to the BBC supply vessel, in order to minimize possible
interfering signals by the DP2 system of the BBC supply vessel. The prevailing currents in
the Baltic Sea are generally much weaker than in the North Sea.

Figure 7: Location of the project area OWF Arkona-Becken Südost and the sourrounding
special areas of conservations (SAC areas).

The measurements of the noise immissions of the deterrence system FaunaGuard ordered
by the BSH were successfully performed at the foundation sites #1 to #12. The spectrotemporal signal patterns generated by the FaunaGuard were successfully detected
acoustically at all foundations during the deterrence measures at a distance of approx. 750
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m. Furthermore, the noise inputs could be detected over a comparatively long period until
the DBBC was activated approximately 10 minutes before the start of pile driving.
The measurements of the first three foundations contain interfering noises by an echo
sounder system (maximum at 40 kHz) of the monitoring vessel Salling located near the
hydrophone, whose noise energy was significantly decreased during all following
measurements (from foundation #4 onwards), so that the immissions of the FaunaGuard
system became more clearly visible.
The measurements contain minor electromagnetic interferences in the frequency range
around 45 kHz, which are not to be evaluated as noise immissions in water. A cause for
this could not plausibly be identified.
A typical spectrogram of FaunaGuard signals is shown in Figure 8. Besides barely
recognizable tone sequences between approx. 60 kHz to 100 kHz, a depth sounder signal

time / s

at approx. 40 kHz with harmonics at 80 kHz and 120 kHz stands out clearly.

f / kHz
Figure 8: Spectrogram of the measurement to foundation site AB08 (2017-08-24
16:16:57+00). The pattern "Sound 4" of the FaunaGuard can be recognized. The impulse of
the depth sounder system shows its maximum at 40 kHz (interfering noise). The white lines
mark the top and bottom pattern; the patterns inbetween are not marked.
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The performance spectrum in Figure 9 is dominated by the sounder (maximum at approx.
40 kHz and hamonics at 80 and 120 kHz). The FaunaGuard signal can only be identified at
approx. 60 kHz to 100 kHz.

Figure 9: Performance spectrum with and without FaunaGuard system.

The measurement from Figure 8 and Figure 9 was carried out in a distance of approx.
878 m. The highest sound level of the FaunaGuard is at 85 kHz, reaching 102.5 dB. The
absorption by the sea water (Baltic Sea) amounts here to 10.0 dB/km, thus in the present
case about 8.8 dB. Since there is no measuring experience concerning the propagation loss
of such high-frequency signals, the source level (SL) is calculated with two different
propagation constants k. On the one hand, a value of 15 was taken being typical for the
calculation of pile-driving noise; on the other hand, the value for spherical propagation of
20 was used which is typical for a point source in a free medium.
Thus the source level of the FaunaGuard at 85 kHz ranged between 155.5 and 170.2 dB.
In this construction project, it was also shown that when compressors were connected to
the noise reduction system Big Bubble Curtain and operated in idle mode, small amounts
of air were already spred into the water through the nozzle hoses, which caused a
considerable additional absorption of the noise input by the FaunaGuard. The FaunaGuard
radiates high-frequency noise in the range of up to approx. 120 kHz, so that the wave
lengths in the water are many times smaller compared to pile-driving noise.
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It was also shown that at calm sea with deactivated Big Bubble Curtain and low vessel
noise (no DP drives and very low currents as well as low number of construction-related
vessels) at and around the construction site, the noise inputs by a FaunaGuard at full
volume were partly detectable by a C-POD dropped in 750 m distance from the pile-driving
site. It should be noted, however, also a particularly low-noise mooring was chosen here.

5.2.3

OWF EnBW Hohe See

The OWF construction project EnBW Hohe See is located in the German EEZ of the North
Sea in the wind farm cluster Östlich Austerngrund in direct neighborhood to the already
existing OWF Global Tech I and the converter platform BorWin3 (Figure 10). The water depth
in the area is about 40 m. Measurements were carried out from the supply vessel of the
used noise reduction system, a Double Big Bubble Curtain (DBBC). The BBC supply vessel
had a DP2 drive which was active during the entire deterrence measure. Due to the time
restrictions, the FaunaGuard detection measurements could not be carried out in distances
of approx. 750 m to the source. The installation vessel Pacific Osprey (2018) is a jack-up
vessel.

Figure 10: Location of the project area OWF EnBW Hohe See.
For the first six monopile installations, the SM3M measurement systems of the company
Baker Consultants Marine Ltd were applied for the detection of harbour porpoise activities.
All raw data from measurements at the first six monopiles (SM3M) were evaluated by
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Bioconsult SH and summarized as part of a construction progress report (No. 1 of May 14th
2018). It turned out that only two measurements of in total six in approx. 750 m distance
were carried out in a way that usable raw data were available (foundation sites #2 HS I3a
and #4 HS K4).
However, the noise input of the FaunaGuard system by means of the SM3M systems could
not be measured. Probably, this is due to the chosen dynamic setting at the underwater
noise measurement devices, because with both measurements overdriving occurred several
times.
For the foundations #7 to #9, the C-POD measurement systems of BioConsult SH for the
recording of harbour porpoise clicks were applied on a trial basis in approx. 750 m distance.
It turned out, that the FaunaGuard could not be detected acoustically at a distance of
approx. 750 m by means of the applied C-POD measuring systems. The reason for this is
currently not clear.

f / kHz

Level / dB re µPa

At the foundations sites (#15 to #18), the measurements of the noise inputs of the
deterrence system by means of the vessel-based underwater noise measurement device of
itap GmbH were carried out successfully. The spectro-temporal signal patterns generated
by the FaunaGuard were successfully detected acoustically (in real-time) at all foundations
during the deterrence measures at a distance of 500 m; Figure 11.

time / s
Figure 11: Spectrogram measured at foundation #16 HS B1. From approx. second 14 on, the
tone sequence ”sound 6“ can be recognized. For clarification, the beginning is marked in
black. The on-board echo sounder system is clearly visible at 40 and 80 kHz.
Figure 12 shows the performance spectrum measured in 500 m distance with and without
FaunaGuard. Here, an echo sounder is clearly visible in the spectrum, too. The maximum
level difference between FaunaGuard and echo sounder signal is about 5 dB at 67 kHz.
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Figure 12: Spectrum of the FaunaGuard system (green), as well as during switched-off
FaunaGuard (echo sounder only, purple). In both cases, the echo sounder signal is clearly
visible at approx. 63 kHz and between 70 and 80 kHz. The FaunaGuard signal can be
recognized between 60 kHz to 90 kHz with spectral lines spaced 1 kHz.

The FaunaGuard signal exceeds the echo sounder signal only between 63 and 68 kHz. The
largest signal-to-noise ratio is at about 67 kHz. Here, the level of the FaunaGuard is
83.7 dB. According to Francois & Garrison (1982), the absorption at 67 kHz is approx.
23 dB/km, thus in the present case approx. 11.5 dB. Analogous to the previous estimation
of the source level with propagation constants of k = 15 resp. 20, the source level of the
FaunaGuard at 67 kHz was between 136 and 149 dB re 1 µPa @ 1 m. This corresponds
approximately to the values given by Kastelein et al. (2017).
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Converter platform BorWin3

The converter platform BorWin3 is located in the German EEZ of the North Sea in the wind
farm cluster Östlich Austerngrund south to the already existing OWF Global Tech I and the
OWF EnBW Hohe See (Figure 13). The water depth in the project area is approx. 40 m. The
installation of the foundation structure of the converter platform was done in the
immediate vicinity and in between the foundation works of the monopiles in the OWF EnBW
Hohe See.

Figure 13: Location of the converter platform BorWin3 and the long-term station S8.

The measurements were performed from an autonomous monitoring vessel independent
from the applied noise reduction system, a Double Big Bubble Curtain (DBBC). The
installation vessel Thialf was held into position by means of a DP system. The BBC supply
vessel also had a DP2 system which was active during the entire deterrence measure. The
FaunaGuard detection measurements were carried out at the greatest possible distance
from the BBC supply vessel from an Anchor Handling Tug (AHT), in order to minimize
possible interfering signals due to the DP2 drive of the BBC supply vessel. The FaunaGuard
could successfully be detected acoustically during the test measurement before the start
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f / kHz

level / dB re 1µPa

of the pile-driving works at the foundation structure for the converter platform BorWin3 at
a distance of approx. 700 m. Measurements directly before the beginning of pile driving
took place not any longer.

time / s
Figure 14: Spectrogram measured in 700 m distance to the converter platform BorWin3 during
a FaunaGuard test. First, tone sequence “sound 5“ to approx. second 6 is sent, and from
second 15 it is “sound 6“. For clarification, the beginnings of both signal sequences are
highlighted in black.

The spectrogram recorded in approx. 700 m and the spectrum of the FaunaGuard as well as
the background spectrum at switched-off FaunaGuard are shown in Figure 14 resp. Figure
15.
Since no disturbing echo sounder was switched on during this measurement, the signalto-noise ratio is up to 14 dB. At 88 kHz, the highest level value is at 94 dB. The absorption
here is 30 dB/km, thus for 750 m distance, the level is at 22.5 dB.
Analogous to the previous procedure for determining the source level, a value between 160
dB and 174 dB is obtained. According to the literature on the FaunaGuard system, the
source level is about 170 dB.
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Figure 15: Performance level of the FaunaGuard system (purple), as well as the background
spectrum at switched-off FaunaGuard (green).

5.2.5

OWF Trianel Borkum West Phase 2

The OWF construction project Trianel Borkum West Phase 2 is located in the German EEZ in
the North Sea in the UMBO cluster in direct neighborhood to the already existing OWF
Trianel Borkum West 1 and Merkur Offshore I. The water depth in the project area ranges
from 25 to 35 m (Figure 16).
The measurements were carried out from an autonomous monitoring vessel independent
from the applied noise reduction system, a Double Big Bubble Curtain (DBBC). The
installation vessel Stanislav Yudin was held into position by means of a DP system. The
BBC supply vessel also had a DP2 system which was active during the entire deterrence
measure. The FaunaGuard detection measurements were performed at the greatest possible
distance from the BBC supply vessel, in order to minimize possible interfering signals by
the DP drives of the vessels involved in construction.
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Figure 16: Location of the project area OWF Trianel Windpark Borkum West Phase 2.

Due to a defect of the FaunaGuard after installation of the first pile (BW60), a replacement
FaunaGuard was ordered from the manufacturer on 07th July 2018. The delivery of the
replacement system took place on 10th July 2018. In the meantime, the application of seal
scarer and pingers was approved by the BSH.
Moreover, the online detection measurements were performed by means of an underwater
noise measurement device of itap GmbH from board the AHT Smit Nicobar which had a DP
system in continuous use. It turned out that in case of backwater the DP system could only
be operated with very low power. With starting tidal current, however, the DP system had
to be operating much more often. This DP system caused considerable disturbing noises in
the frequency range > 20 kHz, which were permanently present.
Furthermore, the Smit Nicobar has several underwater noise communication systems, such
as echo sounder etc., which permanently sent considerable noise in the frequency range
of > 20 kHz into the water. For this reason, all underwater noise communication systems
were switched off as far as possible during each detection measurement.
Test measurements No. 1 & 2: In order to cancel the ordered construction stop due to
the failure of the noise reduction system, a Double Big Bubble Curtain, and the nondetection of the FaunaGuard at the required 750 m (only at a shorter distance), three
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extensive test measurements for the detection of the FaunaGuard system should be carried
out outside a foundation installation at a distance of 750 m according to the BSH (2018).
The first two test measurements were carried out on 05th and 06th July 2018 with the first
FaunaGuard inside and outside the construction site. Based on the negative test
measurements, i. e. no detection of underwater noise signals from the FaunaGuard system,
a replacement FaunaGuard was ordered. Moreover, in accordance with the BSH, pingers and
a seal scarer were applied as deterrence measure for the foundation sites #2 to #4.
Test measurements No. 3: Comprehensive test measurements inside and outside the
construction took place on 11th and 13th July 2018. During the first two test measurements
in the construction area in cooperation with the Stanislav Yudin and the Smit Nicobar
during backwater, the signals of the FaunaGuard could successfully be detected. However,
this was only possible because all underwater communication tools on board the Smit
Nicobar were switched off as far as possible, and the DP system was applied with minimum
performance due to no current. When repeating the measurement three hours after
backwater, no signals of the FaunaGuard were measured. The reason was probably the
underwater noise input of the DP system.
For this reason, the detection measurements outside the construction site in cooperation
with the AHTs Sovereign and Smit Nicobar with the DP system switched off (anchored
vessels) were repeated. Within three test measurements, each time the signals of the
FaunaGuard could be detected successfully.
With the additional C-PODs, no underwater noise signals of the FaunaGuard could be
detected in sufficient quality during all test measurements.
Due to the successful detection measurements, in accordance with the BSH the FaunaGuard
system was applied again as primary deterrence system from the 5. foundation (BW74)
onwards.
The FaunaGuard signal being radiated during the deterrence for pile driving at BW78 is
shown as spectrogram in Figure 17.
Figure 18 shows the performance spectrum measured in 750 m distance prior to pile driving
for foundation 6 (BW78). The related third spectrum is presented in Figure 19.
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Figure 17: Spectrogram before pile driving at BW78. ”Sound 6“ can be recognized as tone
sequence. In contrast to the spectrograms shown above, the frequency and time axes are
reversed here. The beginning of the FaunaGuard signal sequence is highlighted in black.

Figure 18: Performance spectrum of the FaunaGuard system (purple), as well as the
background spectrum at switched-off FaunaGuard (green).
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Figure 19: Third spectrum with and without FaunaGuard during the deterrence at
foundation 6 (BW78). Identification of the FaunaGuard signal is not possible here.

Here, the broadband total level for the background level (FaunaGuard system switched off)
is 156.1 dB, and increases with FaunaGuard switched on to 157.5 dB. In the third spectrum,
the FaunaGuard signal sequence is not recognizable due to the display averaged over the
frequency range. It is only in the narrow band spectrum (Figure 18) that the tones emitted
by the FaunaGuard between about 60 kHz and 100 kHz become clearly visible. The
background spectrum was recorded only a few seconds after the FaunaGuard was switched
off, but a slightly higher level is evident.
At 92 kHz, approx. 87 dB noise level were generated. The absorption here is about 34
dB/km, thus about 25 dB in 750 m. The geometric propagation loss is between 43 dB and
58 dB which means that the source level of the FaunaGuard would range between 155 dB
and 170 dB at 92 kHz.
During the deterrence at BW70, a seal scarer was applied as well. Its spectrum is shown in
.
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Figure 20: Performance spectrum of the seal scarer (purple), as well as the background
spectrum with seal scarer switched off (green).

The seal scarer generates a significant increase of the spectrum at approx. 10 kHz to 12.5
kHz. This signal is approx. 18 dB above the background and is about 129 dB. The absorption
at this frequency, which is low compared to the FaunaGuard, is 1.2 dB/km. Analogous to
the previous procedure, this results in source levels of the seal scarer between 174 dB and
188 dB.

5.2.6

OWF Deutsche Bucht

The OWF construction project Deutsche Bucht is located in the German EEZ of the North Sea
in the wind farm cluster 6 in direct neighborhood to the already existing OWFs Veja Mate
and Bard Offshore I. The water depth in the construction project is 40 m. The measurements
were carried out from the supply vessel for the used noise reduction system, a Double Big
Bubble Curtain (DBBC). The BBC supply vessel had a DP2 system, which was active during
the entire deterrence procedure. Due to time restrictions, the FaunaGuard detection
measurements could not be performed in distances of approx. 750 m to the source. The
installation vessel Scylla is a jack-up vessel.
The measurements of the noise immissions of the deterrence system FaunaGuard were
successfully carried out during the deterrence prior to the start of pile driving at the first
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four foundation sites, as well as during two tests at a considerable timespan before the
foundation installations DBU04 and DBU12. The spectro-temporal signal patterns
generated by the FaunaGuard were successfully detected acoustically at all measurements
at a distance of about 170 to 830 m.

time / s

The spectrogram with the tone sequence “sound 8“, recorded before the construction of
DBU03, is shown in Figure 21.

f / kHz at DBU03. The tone sequence “sound 8“ is
Figure 21: Spectrogram during the deterrence
recognizable. The beginning of the FaunaGuard signal sequence is highlighted in black.

Figure 22 shows the corresponding spectrum of the FaunaGuard, recorded at a distance of
approx. 180 m.
The highest sound level of the FaunaGuard appears with approx. 96 dB at 59 kHz. Due to
the absorption of 14 dB/km according 2.5 dB in the present case, the source level at
59 kHz ranges between 132 dB and 144 dB. The higher value is in agreement with literature
(Kastelein et al., 2017).
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Figure 22: Performance spectrum of the FaunaGuard system (purple), as well as the
background spectrum with the FaunaGuard switched off (green).
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6. Discussion and Conclusion
A major problem with the detection of the FaunaGuard underwater sounds was until now
the application of the Big Bubble Curtain or the prevailing interfering noise by DP and
echo sounder systems between the operating FaunaGuard system and the detection device.
The previously applied real-time underwater noise measurement device has both a merit
and a flaw. Since the detection must be carried out from onboard of a vessel, interference
noise inputs by the vessel cannot be totally avoided, but at least partly reduced. For safety
reasons, it is not possible to switch off all vessel diesel engines including the DP system.
Anchoring of the vessel for the FaunaGuard measurement is also generally not permitted
in the construction area for safety reasons. Thus, depending on the selected vessel from
which the measurements are performed, the general background noise and other general
conditions, it is necessary to investigate project-specifically, up to which distance the
FaunaGuard signals can be detected acoustically. On the other hand, the real-time function
allows to immediately check whether a noise input can be detected in the water at a
distance of several hundred meters from the FaunaGuard. Hereby, the influence of a Big
Bubble Curtain with only very small air input into the water column could metrologically
be identified. Thus, with deployed offline measurement systems, there is no possibility to
check prior to the start of pile-driving whether the deterrence device is ready for use and
works without technical problems.
The acoustic measurements of the FaunaGuard signals have shown that a detection under
“calm“ environmental conditions (low interfering noise and no active Big Bubble Curtain)
is possible up to 1,000 m. However, due to the low signal-to-noise ratio, a detection is
not expected to be successful even at significantly longer distances.
Major problems with almost all detection measurements were caused by time constraints
of the construction process. With a deterrence period of 20 to 30 minutes before the start
of pile driving and an activation of the Big Bubble Curtain 10 minutes before start of pile
driving, 10 to max. 20 minutes time remained to carry out the detection measurements
successfully. In the first 5 minutes of the deterrence, however, the volume of the
FaunaGuard system gradually increases, so that actually only 5 to 15 minutes remain for
the detection measurement. In most cases, the detection measurement was performed from
the BBC supply vessel, which had to invest at least 15 minutes before the start of pile
driving to the recording and rising of the nozzle hoses of the Big Bubble Curtain, so that
measurement distances of 750 m were not always possible.
The detected level of the noise input into the water in several hundred meters is thus
depending on
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the frequency of the FaunaGuard signal (which sound will be used),
the set volume of the FaunaGuard,
the characteristics of the water column (mainly absorption and transmission loss),
the interfering signals in the water (e. g. echo sounder or DP systems),
in some cases, obstacles in the water between FaunaGuard and detection device,
such as a BBC.

Independently of this, it has to be further examined whether the FaunaGuard is detectable
in several hundred metres distance even under strong wave impact introducing air into the
water (at least near the water surface). At such conditions, the transmission loss is
increased and thus the level of the FaunaGuard sound is decreased. However, pile driving
activities nearly always start at favourable weather conditions, so that an operation of the
FaunaGuard at large wave heights is feasible for piling-safety reasons.
Despite the technical challenges involved in the acoustic detection of the FaunaGuard
system in the presence of interfering noises, such as DP ships, it turned out that the
FaunaGuard system is technically suitable for offshore applications and has a clear scaring
effect on harbor porpoises up to a distance of > 1.000m (Voß et al., 2021).
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8. Annex
8.1

Overview of all construction projects

OWF Arkona-Becken Südost
Foundation

Measurement position

Measuring period
(from till) / UTC

Name

WGS 84 /
dd°mm,mmm’

Vessel

WGS 84 /
dd°mm,mmm’

Distance
/m

AB01

54° 48,583′ N
014° 10,609′ E

Salling

54° 48,302′ N
014° 10,047′ E

797

2017-08-23 12:41:07
2017-08-23 13:20:55

AB08

54° 48,088′ N
014° 9,002′ E

Salling

54° 48,149′ N
014° 8,284′ E

778

2017-08-24 16:00:09
2017-08-24 16:50:32

AB18

54° 47,170′ N
014° 8,789′ E

Salling

54° 47,386′ N
014° 9,601′ E

958

2017-08-26 08:45:09
2017-08-26 09:36:02

AB03

54° 48,420′ N
014° 9,563′ E

Salling

54° 48,413′ N
014° 10,189′ E

671

2017-08-27 01:49:33
2017-08-27 03:12:33

AB17

54° 47,433′ N
014° 8,174′ E

Salling

54° 47,379′ N
014° 9,039′ E

933

2017-08-27 18:17:46
2017-08-27 19:31:57

AB05

54° 48,129′ N
014° 10,787′ E

Salling

54° 48,430′ N
014° 11,204′ E

716

2017-08-28 08:35:59
2017-08-28 10:01:16

AB13

54° 47,609′ N
014° 8,983′ E

Salling

54° 47,861′ N
014° 8,276′ E

891

2017-08-29 01:22:48
2017-08-29 03:20:41

AB24

54° 46,974′ N
014° 7,973′ E

Salling

54° 46,804′ N
014° 8,695′ E

836

2017-08-29 19:13:03
2017-08-29 20:25:49

AB32

54° 46,863′ N
014° 7,117′ E

Salling

54° 46,548′ N
014° 7,354′ E

637

2017-08-30 11:48:48
2017-08-30 13:52:41

AB25

54° 46,660′ N
014° 8,501′ E

Salling

54° 46,624′ N
014° 7,835′ E

717

2017-08-31 08:58:34
2017-08-31 10:07:28

AB33

54° 46,564′ N
014° 7,643′ E

Salling

54° 46,060′ N
014° 7,642′ E

934

2017-09-01 14:50:35
2017-09-01 16:50:57
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Measurement position

Name

WGS 84 /
dd°mm,mmm’

Vessel

WGS 84 /
dd°mm,mmm’

Distance
/m

AB19

54° 46,817′ N
014° 9,371′ E

Salling

54° 46,947′ N
014° 8,681′ E

778



Measuring period
(from till) / UTC

2017-09-02 08:31:28
2017-09-02 09:16:27

Installation vessel Svanen (crane vessel), Big Bubble Curtain vessels Blue Aries and
Blue Antares (DP2 vessels), monitoring vessel Salling (fishing boat), tugboat Viking
for the transport of the piles, guard vessel.

OWF EnBW Hohe See




Foundation #1 to #6 Wildlife SM3M from Baker, usable measurement raw data only
for #2 HS I3a and #4 HS K4, FG, however, was not detectable.
Foundation #7 to #9 C-POD from BioConsult SH, FG was not detectable.
Foundation #15 to #18 FaunaGuard detector of the itap GmbH.
Foundation

Name
HS A2
HS B1
HS D2
HS C2



WGS 84 /
dd°mm,mmm’
54° 23,843′ N
006° 22,238′ E
54° 23,689′ N
006° 21,644′ E
54° 24,576′ N
006° 21,302′ E
54° 24,320′ N
006° 21,577′ E

Measurement position
Schiff
Blue
Aries
Blue
Aries
Blue
Aries
Blue
Aries

Time of
measurement
/ UTC
2018-05-18
08:26:38

WGS 84 /
dd°mm,mmm’
54°24,162´N
006°21,751´E

Entfernung /
m
approx. 500

54°23,447´N
006°21,499´E

approx. 500

2018-05-21
03:42:15

54°24,285 ´N
006°21,379´E
54°24,0 ´N
006°21,7 ´E

approx. 500

2018-05-26
14:49:15
2018-05-27
17:33:49

approx. 500

Installation vessel Innovation (jack-up barge), Bubble Curtain vessel Blue Aries
(DP2), guard vessel (crew tender or fishing boat).

Converter platform BorWin3


The deterrence system FaunaGuard could successfully be acoustically detected
during the test measurement pior to the start of the pile-driving works at the
foundation structure for the converter platform BorWin3 in a distance of approx.
750 m.
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Coordinates
Thialf
WGS 84 /
dd°mm,mmm’

54°23.112‘ N
006°22.563‘ E
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Measurement position

WGS 84 /
dd°mm,mmm’

Distance
/m

54°23.485‘ N
006°22.471‘ E

700

Measuring period
(from until) / UTC

2018-05-11 11:58:46
2018-05-11 12:06:51

The distance was calculated from the coordinates of the two vessels. With the Blue
Betria, these originate from the middle of the vessel where the detection device
was also deployed. The coordinates of the Thialf are also taken from the center of
the vessel, the FaunaGuard was deployed at the bow of the Thialf, so it can be
assumed that the actual distance from the FaunaGuard to the detector was at least
750 m.
Installation vessel Thialf (floating crane), Bubble Curtain vessel Blue Betria (DP2),
monitoring vessel Soloven (fishing boat), guard vessel.

OWF Trianel Windpark Borkum Phase 2




Defect at FG, foundations #2 (BW72) to #4 (BW70) pinger and seal scarer.
FG at #1, #5 to #10.
The FaunaGuard could successfully be detected despite of switched on DP systems
during the deterrence measures at the foundations #5 (BW74) to #10 (BW71),
except #9 (BW76).

No.
Date

1

2018-07-03

Detection
success
(yes/no)

yes

Distance
/m

314 & 523

Deterrence
measure

FaunaGuard

Comment

Measurement during the
deterrence measure of
BW60. Detection only
possible by reduction of
the measurement distance.
Strong interfering noises
present.
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No.
Date

Detection
success
(yes/no)

Distance
/m
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Deterrence
measure

T1

2018-07-05

no

721

FaunaGuard

T2

2018-07-06

no

553 & 805
/ 801

FaunaGuard &
seal scarer

2

2018-07-08

yes

750

seal scarer

3

2018-07-12

yes

750

seal scarer

yes

819

no

819

yes

823

yes

750

T3

4

2018-0711/13

2018-07-17

replacement
FaunaGuard

seal scarer

Comment

Test measurements both in
the construction field, as
well as outside the
construction field. No
detection possible.
Functional test conducted
at FaunaGuard.
Test measurements both in
the construction field, as
well as outside the
construction field. No
FaunaGuard detection
possible. Functional test
conducted at FaunaGuard.
Functional test of the
applied measurement
devices by means of
application of seal scarer.
This could successfully be
detected. Result: Defect
FaunaGuard. Replacement
device ordered.
Successful detection
during the deterrence to
foundation installation
BW72 (#2).
Successful detection
during the deterrence to
foundation installation
BW75 (#3).
Test measurement with
new FaunaGuard possible
in the construction field at
backwater.
Test measurement with
new FaunaGuard in the
construction field 3 hours
after backwater not
possible.
Test measurement with
new FaunaGuard outside
the construction field at
anchored AHTs possible.
Successful detection
during the deterrence to
foundation installation
BW70 (#4).
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No.
Date

Detection
success
(yes/no)

Distance
/m
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Deterrence
measure

5

2018-07-19

yes

750

FaunaGuard

6

2018-07-21

yes

750

FaunaGuard

7

2018-07-23

yes

750

FaunaGuard

8

2018-07-25

yes

750

FaunaGuard

9

2018-07-27

no

750

FaunaGuard

10

2018-07-30

yes

750

FaunaGuard



Comment

Successful detection
during the deterrence to
foundation installation
BW74 (#5).
Successful detection
during the deterrence to
foundation installation
BW78 (#6).
Successful detection
during the deterrence to
foundation installation
BW77 (#7).
Successful detection
during the deterrence to
foundation installation
BW77 (#8).
No detection during the
deterrence to foundation
installation BW76 (#9),
presumably due to too
strong interfering noises.
Successful detection
during the deterrence to
foundation installation
BW77 (#10).

Installation vessel Stanislav Yudin (crane vessel), anchor tug (DP2), monitoring
vessel (Smit Nicobar, afterwards Sovereign, then Union Linx; DP2), Bubble Curtain
vessel DP2, two tugboats with barge for the transport of the piles, guard vessel.
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OWF Deutsche Bucht



Foundation #1 to #4 and #8, #11 could metrologically be detected clearly in the
frequency range 60 to 100 kHz.
Test measurements DBU04 and DBU12.

Foundation



Measurement position
Distance
/m

Measuring period
(from until) / UTC

Name

WGS 84 /
WGS 84 /
dd°mm,mmm’ dd°mm,mmm’

DBU02

54°19,880'N
005°48,203'E

54°19,941'N
005°48,399'E

240

2018-09-01 17:49:00
2018-09-01 20:32:00

DBU01

54°20,165'N
005°48,937'E

54°20,322'N
005°49,058'E

319

2018-09-03 20:45:00
2018-09-03 23:38:00

DBU07

54°19,550'N
005°48,475'E

54°19,625'N
005°48,666'E

249

2018-09-05 23:20:00
2018-09-05 23:52:00

DBU03

54°19,216'N
005°46,811'E

54°19,277'N
005°46,935'E

176

2018-09-13 16:16:00
2018-09-13 16:59:00

DBU04

54°18.873'N
005°46.044'E

54°18,959`N
005°46,175`E

213

2018-09-15 23:49:00
2018-09-16 01:01:00

DBU04_Test

54°18,873'N
005°46,044'E

54°19,072'N
005°46,693'E

794

2018-09-15 18:00:00
2018-09-15 18:17:00

DBU12_Test

54°19,052'N
005°48,522'E

54°19,402`N
005°48,053`E

824

2018-09-17 13:57:00
2018-09-17 15:27:00

DBU08

54°19,280′N
005°47,913′E

54°19.503`N
005°48.095`E

458

2018-10-04 23:00:00
2018-10-04 23:44:00

DBU20

54°17,601′N
005°46,051′E

54°17.652`N
005°46.121`E

121

2018-11-01 11:08:00
2018-11-01 11:21:00

Installation vessel Scylla (jack-up barge), Bubble Curtain vessel Eagle Fjord (DP2),
guard vessel.
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8.2
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Signal sequences of the FaunaGuard detection measurements

time / s

All example signal sequences were detected at pile drivings in the OWF Deutsche Bucht.

f / kHz

Figure 23: Spectrogram (time over frequency, amplitude is color-coded) of the FaunaGuard detection measurement during the deterrence at
foundation DBU01 in a distance of 319 m.
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time / s
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f / kHz

time / s

Figure 24: Spectrogram (time over frequency, amplitude color-coded) of the FaunaGuard detection measurement during the deterrence at foundation
DBU02 in a distance of 240 m.

f / kHz
Figure 25: Spectrogram (time over frequency, amplitude color-coded) of the FaunaGuard detection measurement during the deterrence at foundation
DBU07 in a distance of 249 m.
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time / s
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f / kHz

time / s

Figure 26: Spectrogram (time over frequency, amplitude color-coded) of the FaunaGuard detection measurement during the deterrence at foundation
DBU03 in a distance of 176 m.

f / kHz
Figure 27: Spectrogram (time over frequency, amplitude color-coded) of the FaunaGuard detection measurement during the deterrence at foundation
DBU04 in a distance of 213 m.
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time / s
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f / kHz
Figure 28: Spectrogram (time over frequency, amplitude color-coded) of the FaunaGuard detection measurement during the deterrence at foundation
DBU04_Test in a distance of794 m.

